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Season 37, Episode 131
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07.03.00 - Monday



Due to the Fourth of July holiday, there will be no summary of "General Hospital" on Tuesday, July 4. As Stefan gloats about the success of his plan, Helena makes it clear to an amused Jax that the price for Chloe's medication is one night of unbridled passion. At the rave, Elizabeth berates Juan for treating her friend so shabbily. Admitting that he acted like a jerk, Juan tells Elizabeth he needs to find Emily so he can apologize for kissing Allison. Meanwhile, a woozy Emily goes with a stranger back to his hotel room. Jax agrees to Helena's terms. Chloe describes her latest disturbing dream to Alexis. Carly tells Sonny she's not ready to return to Port Charles, then is touched and grateful when he explains how magical the island seems since she and Michael arrived. Jax tells a relieved Chloe that he never struck any bargain with Helena because he stood the old woman up. Later, Jax surreptitiously orders two dozen roses sent to the Cassadine yacht. Elizabeth and the others search fra
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